
COPS = MURDERERS

who will protect us from them

Cops killed 7 people between the dates of August 25 - September 7th, 2010, in 
Washington alone. A Spokane pastor, Scott Creach, was shot by police on August 25th. 
In Seattle, on August 30th, John T. Williams, age 50, was shot dead by police while he 
was carving on the street. Family members of the Native American carver say he was 
deaf in one ear and likely did not hear the police officer address him. In Spanaway, on 
August 31, King Ramses Hoover, age 27, was tasered to death by police at a house where 
he was staying as a guest. Also on August 30, David Charles Young, age 23, was shot to 
death in Federal Way. On September 3rd, a Richard Sims was shot to death by Tacoma 
police on 6th Ave. Police say he was wielding a knife, although witnesses disagree. On 
September 4th, in Gold Bar, Adam Colliers, age 25, was tasered to death by cops for 
“causing a disturbance.” On September 7th, 22-year-old Nikkolas W. Lookabill was shot 
to death by police in Vancouver.  Police say he was making threatening gestures with a 
handgun, Lookabill’s friends said that he was suffering from post-traumatic stress and 
was afraid of getting sent back to Iraq for another tour of duty.

In every society the police are the front line soldiers and occupying army. America 
itself is the product of the violent displacements, imprisonment and forced religious in-
doctrination of the Native American peoples. The police brutality and killing that make 
the headlines are only the tip of the iceberg. The root of the problem is a parasitic eco-
nomic system they are paid to protect.

The cops target any one that doesn’t fit into the idea of reality that power is trying to 
promote; a secure and prosperous society for all those who have the “privilege” to jam 
themselves into the cookie cutter model of citizen. 

In reality, America is an oppressive, violent sham and none of us are safe. We can 
offer bribes for our precarious security as long as our rent or mortgage money lasts. But 
fundamentally we only receive the appearance of protection as long as we pay for it. 
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NO PEACE IN THESE STREETS
 WITH POLICE IN THESE STREETS!

The minute we are homeless, jobless or can’t handle the repetitious drone of 
everyday life, the pretense of police protection vanishes. We too become criminal. 
For many others; illegal immigrants, queers, or people of color the semblance of 
protection never exists. 

Throughout history the police have enforced the laws of whatever state they 
serve under whether communist dictatorships or capitalist representative repub-
lics, fascist states or social democracies. In our case those with power in a capital-
ist system are those with money and property, the bosses and the rich. Therefore, 
it is easy to see that the cops remain dangerous to most of us because of what 
their fundamental role in society is, that of acting as the guard dogs of bosses, the 
rich, and their property.

Police murder is a war on all those who won’t follow their every order, and 
those who  don’t fit the cut-out copy of citizen. All these people become, dehu-
manized explained-away statistics.  

In the “best of situations,” an inquest into police actions could result in in-
formation for grieving families, increased police diversity training, or possibly a 
tokenistic suspension of the officer.  Overwhelmingly, police are acquitted of all 
charges. People are asked to calm down and wait for the public inquiry process, 
only to suppress their rage and then ultimately be dis-empowered by the failure 
of justice within the system. 

Even after an inquest, police murder does not stop.  And it won’t, until there 
are no more police in the streets. 

Taking to the streets ourselves and helping each other out are steps towards 
building resistance to the police at a practical level.
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